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December 8, 201 1 
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Dear Mr. Hay: 

We must write to you again afler our January, February and June 2010 letters. We thought things might be 
on the track to improve at the company based on remoml and demotion of some leaders, but the truth is 
that we haw a company that really is perpetrating fraud upon our shareholders, investors, regulators, 
governments. customers. media and employees. You and others in senior management have rebuffed 
dozens of internal red flags, reported concerns, dismissed findings of engagement sunieys of last year and 
focus groups this year, not been forthright by holding back release of incriminating internal documents, 
made bold-faced lies or refused to answer questions demanded by stakeholders and media, and refused to 
take blame for the failures of officers for conniung, cunning, concealing behavior and activities that amount to 
fraud to deceive all our external stakeholders, shareholders and investors. 

This is the fourth letter in a series we began a year ago January to seek change management and 
leadership behauor changes at our company. Our employee group met again over Thanksgiving and decided 
that enough is enough. that we had to speak up again. We consulted with two lawyers who assisted us 
with parts of this letter. We are entitled as employeeshareholders to communicate as shareholders with 
management and to express our dissatisfaction with our illegal and improper actions and the direction that 
officers like senior vice president of regulatory and state government affiirs Eric Silagy. vice president of 
marketing and communication Tim Fitzpatrick, and other company officers are taking us. To ensure some 
level of follow up, we ask that this letter be made a part of the docket record for dockets 
110312-EQ; 110309-El; 110273-El; 110270-El. Because we have had illegal communications and 
conducted illegal and improper campaigns with our regulators, these matters fall squarely within the scope 
of the PSC and state investigators to consider. The PSC and the Office of Public Counsel, if they really 
cared about our customers, would demand action and investigation. 

Since first writing to you in January 2010, only a few real changes have been made by you with some of our 
leaders. You demoted Wade Litchfield last year from heading regulatory affiirs at FPL and returned him 
back to the post he held previously as general counsel at Florida Power & Light. You fired Ed Tancer afler 
banishing him to Texas and NextEra Energy Resources for his stupidity in hosting a company party and 
inviting regulators to it. You started informal meetings by members of our senior management with 
employee groups to try to look like you're engaging us and seeking our opinions, which you really are not. 
You have not addressed the core of the problem leaders: Eric Silagy and Tim Fitzpatrick. Some of us were 
invited to and attended lunches this spring and summer 201 1 with our COO and other senior management, 
and we thank you for doing that. That was a good thing. But the fact remains that because of your lack of 
real leadership in cleaning up what relatively new leaders have done to our company, we remain and are 
even more so now a culture of concealment, we are a culture of trying to con our customers, governmental, 
regulators, the media and most of all investors. and we are a culture of complicity in improper and illegal 
activities. For employees, it has only gotten worse for us, both here at FPL and NextEra Energy Resources 
employees. Corporate behavior and our culture of concealment, cover-up and complicity is now prevalent 
throughout FPL and NextEra Energy Resources. 



To amid this letter being too long, and to keep pressure on you and our company leaders, in the coming 
weeks and months we intend to communicate more directly with our Stakeholders and do it electronically as 
well. We have the right under the First Amendment to speak, even though you try to set up roadblocks to 
keep us from speaking externally before we report things internally. In the weeks and months ahead, we will 
provide more specific examples of fraud, of concealment from customers and regulators and investors, to get 
you to change this company, to change some of its leaders, and to seek policy changes at a company and 
corporate l e d .  Four of us have met with some members of the media during the past two weeks and intend 
to proude them additional information based on internal documents we have been authorized to uew and 
copy. Because Information Management can and does monitor computer access of employees we have 
paper copies of some documents prowded to certain members of the media. We will continue to show our 
stakeholders how we say one thing internally and do another publicly. One senior director was told last 
week by an employee in Marketing & Communication that “all we care about is the sell, not how it smells.” 

This communication has been drafted with assistance of and reviewed by our legal counsel. It is  
an open letter to NextEra Energy employees, Securities and Exchange Commission and Florida 
Public Service Commission regulatory agencies, government agencies, institutional investors, 
analysts, and other stakeholders with an interest in the company and its activities in Florida and 
elsewhere. We continue to seek protection as whistle blowers who prefer to communicate 
anonymously to report fraudulent, il legal and unethical activities of our leadership in order to 
insure we keep our jobs, rather than take the chance of ridicule and retribution. We believe our 
company should act in  an honest and ethical way but our leadership does not. We are scared 
about losing our jobs and fear if we go public it wi l l  affect our abil ity to succeed at FPL or a t  
NextEra Energy Resources. Despite the fact that we recently announced an ethics program that is 
aimed at all nonbargaining employees, the fact is that any on-line survey or questionnaire wi l l  be 
able to be monitored by our management, simple as that. We don’t trust our management, and so 
we can not participate and disclose illegal behavior to our supervisors, to department heads or to 
senior management without risk of retaliation. Our lawyers tell us that much of what we see are 
activities that amount to fraud which harmsor would harm investors, including but not exclusively 
shareholders who are employees of NextEra Energy and its subsidiaries. These activities that we 
believe as employees of either Florida Power 8 Light or NextEra Energy Resources definitively 
and specifically convey a reasonable belief that a violation of the laws and regulations listed in 
The Sarbanes-Oxley Act (“SOX”) Section 1514A was or is taking place. 

We believe this open letter is protected activity for whisteblowers, and we consider the company’s 
conduct to be in  violation of SEC rules. We are employees who have communicated our concerns 
in  good faith to senior management and the NextEra Energy Board of Directors as our ultimate 
supervisors regarding conduct we reasonably believe vioiate one or more of the specific 
provisions set forth in SEC or SOX rules. In our prior communications and with this letter, as well  
as with all our complaints to supervisors, we have done more than merely allege that wrongdoing 
has occurred. We have conveyed and are conveying that our concerns about misconduct are 
linked to an objectively reasonable belief that our company and its management has intentionally 
misrepresented or omitted certain facts to current and potential shareholders and investors and, 
which are and were material and which risked or risk loss. Statements this company has made 
through official filings, published p r e s  releases, responses to media inquiries, social media, 
promotional and marketing materials, advertisements, speeches, presentations, interviews, and 
statements by authorized company representatives to the media that have been published in news 
articles and have been relied upon by not only outside current and potential shareholders and 
investors but by employees of this company who own shares directly or through.40lk and other 
plans in  NextEra Energy (trading as NEE) stock. The company has not only lied to the world, but it 
has l ied to us as employeelshareholders In deciding where to put our401k investments, we have 
relied on what the company has said and, because we know many statements to be false or 
misleading, and that because many of these false or misleading statements create appearances to 
the public and certain stakeholder groupsthat are not true, and which falsely portray the company 
and its activities, these company actions amount to fraud. Investors who buy, sell or trade NEE 



stock, or who may make their investment decisions based on NextEra Energy or Florida Power 8 
Light activity or company representations, including the actions of our senior management, have 
the right to rely on the truth of those activities, representations and actions In addition to the 
claims that others may have, as employees of Florida Power & Light and NextEra Energy 
Resources, we have our own potential claims against the company in addition to what other 
investors have. We have been advised Sarbanes Oxly SEC and other rules permit us to report 
wrongdoing, particularly because our supervisors may be or are complicit in the illegal activities, 
or have failed and continue to fail to act to stop the corporation and its representatives from 
misrepresenting facts or take part in improper and illegal activities that are accessible and 
available to the public, and which investors and shareholders have the right to know when 
making their investment decisions about our corporation. As employees within the Florida Power 
8 Light and NextEra Energy Resources subsidiaries, we seek continued protection under 
applicable whisteblower laws. We are not seeking monetary damages at  this point but reserve 
that right, with the advice of our counsel who believes our claims are meritorious We have not 
used company resources or time other than our right to communicate at lunch and breaks, and 
before or after work and on weekend hours we still have left when we're not working until 2am on 
Power Point presentations for our bosses. It is FRAUD when you have internal systems and 
processes in  place to purposefully hide and conceal information from the public and regulators 
that woud have a bearing on  regulatory dockets, affect investor decisions in  purchasing or selling 
NEE stock, and these are directed by Tim Fitzpatrick, our vice president of Marketing 8 
Communication and department directors in  Marketing B Communication, and most of all by Eric 
Silagy, vice president of regulatory and state government affairs, and i t  now appearswith the full 
support, i f  not the express direction of senior management across the board. 

Below are just seven m a l l  examples of fraudulent activities, illegal and immoral behavior being 
conducted by NextEra Energy, by FPL and by Eric Silagy, Tim Fitzpatrick and others with the 
approval and authority of senior management. We intend to provide more in  the monthsahead, 
as we compile more documents and as you move us at FPL closer to a full blown rate case that 
cannot be justified if we were really a good company. 

1. Deceptive and dishonest activities are rampent as we prepare for our rate case. We promoted Deb 
Caplan to the position of COO here at FPL. It's laughable. We haw now promoted Eric Silagy and Deb 
Caplan. What message does that send to the rest of us trying to climb the ladder? It tells us ifwe hoard 
dollars and find ways, legal or illegal, to get the company more earnings, we get promoted. What does it 
say about our mlues and morals? Isn't this just mad? The activities now are pervasive and cascade 
throughout FPL. Public and media outrage has been so great that we are now spending millions in 
Marketing & Communication, External Affairs and GovemmentallLegislatiw Affiirs budget to enhance our 
image and counter opposition through increased community donations to build allies for our rate and line up 
speakers for cost-of-service hearings to take place next spring and summer, advertising and marketing 
ramping up, political (PAC, 527 and individual campaign) contributions, and we are visiting evety opinion elite 
with a heartbeat and going in front of e w y  organization we can find to try to lay the footing for a new rate 
case. Editorial upon editorial criticized us for our greed, for our methods, for our attitude of arrogance and 
entitlement the last time round. Look what Eric Silagy put us through the last time. Look at the 
embarrassment within the company. Just look at all the news stones, the testimony at the rate case 
hearings, and we've place Eric back at the rate case helm again this time. At least we demoted Wade 
Litchfield and fired Ed Tancer for their poor performance and lack of moral leadership. We did a lousy job 
doing lousy things with lousy people, and we're readying to do it again it seems. The plain fact is that 
because our NextEra Energy Resources subsidiary isn't making a lot of money, there's more pressure on 
us at FPL to get a famrable rate case outcome to make more profit for the company. Look at what our 
executives testified to at the rate case, at the dire warnings that the sky would fall if we didn't get a famrable 
rate case ruling last year. None of that came to pass. FPL did better this year than anyone expected. We 
shouldn't be greedy and demand more ... not right now. Yet we're going to try the same tactics to convince 
the powers that are that failed at in 2010 with the rate case. The Gowrnor has said he doesn't want taxes 
or rates to increase. So why are we going to spend all our time in Regulatory Affiirs and other units 



supporting the case, all our weekends working toward a rate case that is futile and doomed to failed 
because we'll be exposed for what we are: greedy and unable to just live within our means. h a t  is simply 
nuts. 

Since we first wrote to you our scandals have worsened. We've been exposed by regulators to have gamed 
service hearings with planted shills of community speakers, we've hired dozens of former regulators and 
staff, had cozy and illegal relations with many officials, made illegal campaign contributions, directed what 
the media called a campaign to discredit PSC commissioners directly and indirectly, illegally lobbied 
legislators and regulators, created organizations to funnel cash and gain support for our company positions, 
we've created and paid others to manage blogs that are fronts for company propaganda, and we have 
learned that we are using third-party consultants this year and next year to try to remove company 
fingerprints. We can't legitimately call ourselves one of the Country's Most Admired Companies when we 
know we shouldn't be admired. Just take a look and search on the dozens of news reports this year and 
last year on illegal and improper activities by the company. by Eric Silagy personally, and by others at his 
command. Why we allow our good name to be soiled is beyond the comprehension of us who have been 
here longer than the so-called new leaders have been. 

2. Look at the stain his name has created for us. He has directed and taken part in 
illegal lobbying, illegal communications, illegal campaign contributions, abuse of position, his campaign of 
fraud against certain PSC commissioners in 2010, his campaign to oust Public Service Commission 
commissioners and staff, his codirecting a campaign now to mislead customers. regulators and government 
officials by telling half-truths and partial answers, with chosen and incomplete data, all intended to try to 
convince decision makers and opinion elite that our upcoming rate case is justified and that up-front 
recovery for new solar projects is justified. 

3. I m  Fitzpatrick .... He is at the top of the heap of executives making us give partial responses to the 
media, not be honest about our intentions, not tell the the truth about the timing of projects and our 
actiwties. Worse than that, our customers are paying for the salaries and benefits of those of us in 
Marketing 8. Communication, Development and External ARairs who are working 12-hour days and 
weekends many of us to develop and execute the communications and outreach plans intended to connive 
and conwnce our customers why our proposed rate increase is justified. We cannot make our customers 
pay for the salaries, expenses and materials of those of us working to raise customer rates. That is just 
wrong, plain and simple. 

4. The SEC. state investigators, the PSC, the Office of Public Counsel and law enforcement should 
demand copies of the complete and full presentations made by Armando Oliwra before the NextEra Energy 
board of directors at its July 28-29 and October 13-14 meetings. Ask for the final and complete 
Financial/Business and Regulatory presentations made by him. Ask for the dratls of the materials we 
submitted for the preparation of his and others Power Points decks to the board. Then compare what's in 
there to what we haw said publicly and what data we have prowded to our regulators. We haw committed 
fraud, pure and simple. 

5. The SEC, state investigators, the PSC, the Office of Public Counsel and law enforcement should 
demand copies of the complete and full Monthly Operating Performance Reviews (MOPRs) for all the senior 
management Operating Committee meetings including the April 26, 201 1 Operating Committee meeting and 
those through last month. Ask for the final and complete financial data and operating company and 
business unit summaries. Then compare what's in there to what we have said and presented publicly and 
what data we have provided to our regulators. We have committed fraud, pure and simple. 

6. h e  recent fuel cost adjustment 
approved this week by our cornmissioners was timed to allow us to try to convince decision makers next 
year when we file for our rate case that the net effect on customer rates is negligible when compared to 
earlier this year. We are being disingenuous with our customers and the public. We shouldn't be rewarded 
for fuel costs going down, just as we shouldn't be punished for fuel costs going up. We don't make money 

We play games with numbers and what they really mean. 



on fuel and we just pass that cost through to our customers. How can we have our media relations 
specialists sit with a straight face and try to convince the media and public that we deserve a rate increase 
based on an offset for fuel costs.. The reason we have the lowest rates among electric utilities in Florida is 
not because we're good. It's because we're lucky. We're lucky that natural gas prices have fallen as much 
as they have. or else our rates could well be the highest of the investor-owned utilities and higher than other 
companies. Separately, we say we are making "investments" in our infrastructure that justifv higher rates. 
We aren't making investments. We bet on sure things. An investment requires a risk on your return. If all 
we are doing is getting up front payment (not recovery as we like to call it) on new plants and we have little 
or no risk of retum or payment, that is not an investment. That is a guarantee. It is because of the 
arrogance of people like Eric Silagy that we now claim entitlement to higher rates claiming investments that 
are not even a risk to us of payment or return on investment. If we did things as Paul Emnson did years 
ago, we would have dealt frankly with our regulators and don't tried to pull the wool over the eyes of the 
public. Now all we've done is try to lay the groundwork for our regulators to justify a rate increase next case 
based on fuel cost reductions this year. Better than that, we now have a very friendly, supportive PSC staff 
that will do whatever we want to do. We're committing fraud against our employee-shareholders, investors 
and the public. 

7. The PSC and the Public Counsel have abdicated their responsibility. Why has no regulator asked 
our executives if they are aware of processes, expressed verbally, to destroy drafts, hide and conceal 
documents by placing them and calling them attorney privileged documents, so that even their very 
existence cannot be known by our regulators. We are lying to the public, to inwstors and to regulators by 
hiding and concealing the truth. If Eric Silagy. or Wade Litchfield. or Rene Silva, or Brian Anderson. or Xm 
Fitzpatrick, or Steve Scroggs, or Sam Forrest were to testify truthfully, they would all have to admit they are 
aware of documents being destroyed or concealed from the view of regulators and the public. Why do we 
destroy or hide these documents. or fail to admit to their existence? Are we able to claim some right to 
destroy them? Does ewn the existence of claim that a document is privileged and confidential mean it is so 
when the intent is perpetrate a fraud on the public, on current shareholders, on potential investors who might 
view our stock, and on government regulators? Why does no one at the PSC require FPL to disclose all 
document destruction, delete and require justification for documents we are constantly told to imprint as 
attorney privileged? 

The facts behind these issues are undeniable. We have engaged in a repeated pattern of lies and deception 
aimed at one thing, to maximize profits at customer expense while perpetrating fraud on our 
employee-shareholders, investors and all the communities we sere. You are defiant or blind or complicit. 
It's that simple. No good leader would allow executives like Silagy and Fitzpatrick to do and have others do 
what they direct and not hold them accountable for the failures and the fraud. You at least fired Ed Tancer 
and you demoted Wade Litchfield back to the position he held before, but you and others (Jim Rob0 and 
Arrnando Olivera??) are afraid to do what's needed to clean up the company. Those of us who witnessed 
your firing Mitch Daudson in October know the truth. You fired him because he didn't hit the earnings 
numbers you wanted even though those of us in NextEra Energy Resources know Mitch didn't even go to 
the bathroom on the job without asking permission of Jim Robo. You replace him with a man who had no 
operational experience before. Now look what we're going through here at NextEra Energy Resources with 
nothing more than an accountant numbercruncher at the helm!! Yet you fire Mitch Dawdson and keep and 
promote Eric Silagy and don't replace Tim Fitzpatrick? For us below them, we have to conclude they must 
know too much about the inner bowels of our company to get fired. 

You told the public our prior claims were without merit, baseless, "unsupported and unsubstantiated," yet we 
are honestly and forthrightly raising legitimate concerns. You say we had two exhaustiw inwstigations, and 
that neither found any evidence of illegalities. You said no evidence was found. That is not true. lnwstigators 
and HR found a culture lacking in honesty. a culture of disfunction within Marketing & Communication. a 
culture of distrust and deceit by our leaders such as Eric Silagy and others. 



We encourage other employees to take whatever communication steps are necessary to further expose 
NextEra Energy and subsidiary fraud and these and other bad company leaders doing bad things. 

Please take these issues seriously. This month is the tenth anniversaty of the fall of Enron. We'd like to 
believe the company and you care about what Jim Rob0 told us at a meeting in June: Doing well by doing 
good. Let's proof that by actions rather than hollow words. We will communicate more in the coming weeks 
and months. 

Respectfully submitted, 

A passionate group of FPL and NextEra Energy Resources employees who seek honesty and 
change management from our CEO and Board 

(Copies to all NextEra Energy board members, major customers, regulators, government officials, 
institutional inwstors, analysts, the SEC and other law enforcement, and the press) 


